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The development of big and large scale software is a complicated process. Bugs, errors and faults can occurred

at any stage of development and these errors and bugs can be ixed as early as possible to sort out the problems.

The process stops the propagation and reduces the costs of veriication which might be happened. The engineers

those who are able to maintain quality of the software can avoid from bugs in the system. Tasks can be done and

veriied earlier as while developing the code. The product deployment can be easy if the codes are done properly

in the maintenance stage. Developing the codes and testing the software this can be effective for the codes testing

schemes. In this research paper we are going to test software testing process which can lead to the deployment

and testing of the software. The testing of software leads to the characteristics of the testing of software properly.

The quality activities are involved with two steps. The irst problem is discussed as revealing the faults and then

the other one is accessing the faults. One process is ended, the quality cannot be measured. The quality can be

measured at the earliest stage of the development of the software. But the quality is forced to maintain during the

whole development process. Sometimes important classeswith faults are dificult to ind out. Software is excellent

from which all errors and bugs are removed.

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development and testing of large software is done af-

ter the development of the software. Testing process is

done according to the different software developers plan

and schedule of software project management techniques

and methodology. The software is developed in tasks and

these tasks are mainly play very important key role in test-

ing the software. The classiication of the software is not

sharp when the most of the activities of the software take

part in different modules. In some other cases the devel-

opment of software and testing of the software is not easy

for the team. So the developer’s team checks the scenario of

the complete software design structure and the do the test-

ing of the software properly [1]. All quality related activities

are often done during testing phase. The quality of testing

the software actually is not a phase but to make sure the

quality of the software should be well enough to meet the

requirements of the company. The quality and testing of the

software make sure the product is developed, would work

properly. The testing of software is always with different

stages but mostly with the feasibility study. This feasibility

stage leads the software development and testing according

to the standards [2]. These standards lead to the software

testing and development according to the designed phase

and software products can be tested. While testing the soft-

ware, the design speciication is very important for the in-

spection and analyzing the possible results of testing the

software product. The testing of the software is too much

costly if this product is testes after the development of the

software and then thesebugs reveal lead to the software test

again. This process is very costly. The testing of software is

executed many times by different phases. These different

phases can be of different stages of the software develop-

ment [3]. There are many stages which are involved in test-

ing of software. the speciic testing of the software involved

include many costs. The selection of testing of suitable set

of quality is little bit more complex and dificult to make

the good approach towards testing the developed product.

Testing is also involved along with strong validations in the

software application. If validations are properly assigned to
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the application interface then errors and bugs can be eas-

ily handled in the software application. The validations in

the testing of the software depends strong knowledge of the

design structure along with background knowledge of pro-

gramming and other languages skills. The quality activities

are involved with two steps. The irst problem is discussed

as revealing the faults and then the other one is accessing

the faults. One process is ended, the quality cannot be mea-

sured. The quality can be measured at the earliest stage of

the development of the software. but the quality is forced

to maintain during the whole development process. Some-

times important classes with faults are dificult to ind out.

Software is excellent from which all errors and bugs are re-

moved.

II. RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY AND RELATEDWORK

FOR SOFTWARE TESTING

A. Research Methodology

After explaining what the process of SDLC is now the pro-

cess ofResearchMethodology is explained. To startwith the

term research is deined. Research is a process which may

be deined as a careful investigation or inquiry especially

through search for new facts in any area of knowledge.

Research methodology is a way to systematically solve the

research problem [4]. It may be understood as a science of

studyinghowresearch is done scientiically. In it the various

steps that are generally adopted by a researcher in studying

his research problem along with the logic behind them is

studied. The process of research methodology can be seen

in Figure 2.

Mostly the tests are generated from stages of speciications

and integrationof the software. There someactivitieswhich

have aimed to correspond the application structure. By

these activities, we can check the application. The imple-

mentationwith veriication canbe changed. There are some

gaps help in inding the errors. So these errors are not easy

to traceable. But the application structure in testing the

modules is used properly. The activities which are done

for the software testing may give validation veriication for

the software development [5]. These activities are done

for the validation veriication. There is difference between

veriication and validation. These activities can be differ-

ent. These can be illustrated by the diagram. Validations

and veriications are can be compliment of each other. Ver-

iication can be included in different stages. The veriica-

tion actually is a process which can complete the validation

process. The main validations can concentrate on the inal

products. The inal products can be certain types of soft-

ware development. Software testingmay be called the code

testing.

B. Problem Statement

A research in the ield of computer technology when comes

up with an answer it makes use of Software Development

Life Cycle and testing. Model for its implementation. This

paper is going to show how this very statement works.

C. Research Objectives

1. The whole purpose of system development is the en-

hancement of the productivity of the organization and the

group of people working in that organization, as system de-

velopment got bigger therewas a need to systemize the pro-

cess of system development and come upwith a set of steps

that are required for any system.

2. SDLC analysis is conducted for the purpose of studying

a SDLC and testing or its parts in order to identify its ob-

jectives. It is a problem solving technique that improves

the SDLC along with testing and ensures that all the com-

ponents of the system work eficiently to accomplish their

purpose.

To determine speciic needs of SDLC.

3 Discuss approaches and tasks of SDLC.

4 Evaluate tools and techniques.

5 Use appropriate methods and techniques to design soft-

ware

D. Proposed Solution

Now since the problem statement is well understood the

next step is to identify and understand the various termi-

nologies. The work begins with explaining the overall pro-

cess of System Development Life Cycle process followed by

the overall process of Research Methodology and testing.

The tests are related to the application environment andde-

veloping technologies in coding session. There are some

problems in the databases of the software which cannot

store the results properly and then the application design

may be changes to remove the problem. The problems in

software testing can be in the form of anomalies. These

anomalies are actually happened I software and databases

because of this data cannot be store into the databases. The

number of faults can be traced properly and to remove early

[6]. The slightly errors can make the whole application

structure can be can be changed. To avoid from this situ-

ation we need to remove the errors earlier as possible as to

ix the errors. The modules are tested and then veriied in

the application and structure of the application. The mod-

ules give the proper testing while software is run.
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III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

To start with the problem of the research is deined. The

problem can be stated as in a given image as it is required

to separate the desired image from the background of the

image. Now stating the problem according to the research

methodology it is required to understand and analyse the

basic principle. When we are analyzing the basic principle

we are following the theory analysis of Research Methodol-

ogy and following the requirement analysis phase of SDLC.

This SDLC model-2010 has been applied while developing

both the software. viz., Spare parts cost Optimisation and

Academic-HR Manager. The following are the results of ap-

plying the new software model to the following software.

viz., a) Spare parts cost Optimisation and b) Academic-HR

Manager. The estimated reliability of software developed

was compared with and without the use of the proposed

new SDLC model and the results are compared and have

been

Soduring this phaseweunderstand the concept of datamin-

ing, image processing and image segmentation. Further

when the theoretical relevance is tried to understand, the

stepby stepprocedureof image segmentation iswell under-

stoodwhich then allows to create an algorithmwhichwould

be needed to implement the image segmentation. This part

comes in the design phase of Waterfall model of SDLC pro-

cess.

The anomalies are removed from the databases structure to

enhance the capacity of the software structure [7]. The in-

crease in faults ratiomay the application structure undevel-

oped and proper. Different types of testing are introduced.

These testing’s can take part to remove the application er-

rors from the base structure [8]. The IBM world best com-

pany inmanufacturing the computerunits all over theworld

has introduced the removal of errors system from the ap-

plications. The detail procedure for testing the systems and

their software all the companies have their own schedule

andways to remove the errors from the application. The al-

location of different tasks to remove the errors from the ap-

plication and design code structure may be different for the

different companies. There are some responsibilities which

are provided to the software developer team to do test of re-

moving of errors. There are some large organizationswhich

can split the units into different parts to take the plan of the

application structure and testing the code properly [9]. If

these modules are developed then these modules are split

into different tasks. These tasks can help in removing the

errors step by step. If the modules are separated then the

quality of the software testing increases and modules are

easy to handle.

The application interface and environment can provide the

information on faults and riskswhile testing the program. A

lot of organizations collect general test suits which lead to

the simple categories of testing the codes and the applica-

tions. There are lot of weaknesses of the developing tech-

nologies and programming languages which can lead to dif-

ferent faults and risks while testing the codes and structure

of the application. TheC++ andC# languageswhilememory

management always comes with reputed risks which can

lead to complicated and dangerous risk of memory leaks.

These can be limited but cannot be voided from these types

of situations. Coding coverage actually indicates the differ-

ent regions of code in different segments. These regions of

codes cannot be properly tested [10]. Thismay suggests dif-

ferent tests to repeat again and again. These test cases are

generated if the speciications are available. When he code

is ready, the code is put for execution. This reduces the test-

ing time after coding. Early code generation is very effective

point for the validation of the veriication. The experience

of testing the code to remove the errors becomes very easy

in testing phase. The validations play very key role in catch-

ing the errors. If speciications are used for the coding pur-

pose then validations give certain problems. The test cases

are needed to be executed in the absence of complete appli-

cation software of code validations and veriication along

with speciications. This leads to the incremental testing

modules and segments of the code testing system. If mod-

ules are isolated then decision of incremental may divide

the modules into different segments [11]. The execution of

the whole system is main requirement of the testing phase.
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Fig. 1. STLC

Fig. 2. Software testing road map

IV. SOFTWARE TESTING RESEARCH ROADMAP

A roadmap provides directions to reach a desired destina-

tion starting from the “you are here” red dot. The soft- ware

testing research roadmap is organized as follows:

The “you are here” red dot consists of the most notable

achievements from past research (but note that some of

these efforts are still ongoing);

The desired destination is depicted in the form of a set of

(four) dreams: we use this term to signify that these are

asymptotic goals at the end of four identiied routes for re-

search progress. They are unreachable by deinition and

their value exactly stays in acting as the poles of attraction

for useful, farsighted research;

In the middle are the challenges faced by current and fu-

ture testing research, atmore or lessmature stage, andwith

more or less chances for success. These challenges consti-

tute the directions to be followed in the journey towards the

dreams, and as such they are the central, most important

part of the roadmap.

The roadmap is illustrated in Figure 1. In it, we have sit-
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uated the emerging and ongoing research directions in the

center, withmoremature topics -the achievements- on their

left, and the ultimate goals -the dreams- on their right. Four

horizontal strips depict the identiied research routes to-

ward the dreams, namely:

1. Universal test theory;

2. Test-based modeling;

3. 100% automatic testing;

4. Eficacy-maximized test engineering.

The routes are bottom-up ordered according somehow to

progressive utility: the theory is at the basis of the adopted

models, which in turn are needed for automation, which is

instrumental to cost-effective test engineering [11].

The challenges horizontally spanover six vertical strips cor-

responding to the WHY, HOW, HOWMUCH, WHAT, WHERE,

and WHEN questions characterizing software testing faces

(in no speciic order).

Software testing research challenges ind their place in

this plan, vertically depending on the long term dream, or

dreams, towards which they mainly tend, and horizontally

according towhichquestion, or questions, of the introduced

software testing characterization they mainly center on.

In the remainder of this paper, we will discuss the element

(achievements, challenges, dreams) of this roadmap. We

will often compare this roadmap with its 2000’s prede-

cessor by Harrold [12], which we will refer henceforth as

FOSE2000.

V. QUALITY PLAN OF SOFTWARE TESTING

The quality of the software is designed by the quality plan of

the engineers. The initial plan is different for the different

code testing sessions. The initial plan can be tested by the

quality of the designed cycle. This strategy of testing codes

of the software is done in system testing sessions. Accord-

ing to the experience of the quality assurance, the quality of

the company software is tested in design phase cycle [13].

The quality of testing the software code depends on the ini-

tial stages of the coding schemes and infrastructure of the

software development methods. This strategy of the infras-

tructure describes the quality plan of the software testing

schemes. The initial plan of the software testing scheme is

incremental knowledge of the projectswhich are done care-

fully to redeine the structure of the schemes [14]. The de-

tailmodule testing of the software codes can be different for

the different coding sessions. The initial plan of software

testing is taken into account and segments. After this, mod-

ules are tested. If the plans are not detailed, then software

testing is stopped. These plans make different segments of

testing. If the plan is not in detail then it is rescheduled [5].

A quality plan of software testing system includes all infor-

mation of software testing. These segments and modules

are tested easily. These programs are monitored properly.

Testing is shown in single quality. These activities are con-

trolled by software testing system. There some activities

which have aimed to correspond the application structure.

By these activities, we can check the application. The im-

plementation with veriication can be changed. There are

some gaps help in inding the errors. So these errors are

not easy to traceable. But the application structure in test-

ing the modules is used properly [10]. The activities which

are done for the software testing may give validation veri-

ication for the software development. These activities are

done for the validation veriication. There is difference be-

tween veriication and validation. These activities can be

different. These can be illustrated by the diagram. Valida-

tions and veriications are can be compliment of each other.

Veriication canbe included indifferent stages. The veriica-

tion actually is a process which can complete the validation

process. The main validations can concentrate on the inal

products. The inal products can be certain types of soft-

ware development. Software testingmay be called the code

testing.

A. The Resources Allocated to Software Testing

1) Tested items for software: These items aremodiied and

tested according to the schedule. These items are given

schedule to maintain the quality of software testing. There

some activities which have aimed to correspond the ap-

plication structure. By these activities, we can check the

application. The implementation with veriication can be

changed. There are some gaps help in inding the errors. So

these errors are not easy to traceable. But the application

structure in testing the modules is used properly [10]. The

activities which are done for the software testing may give

validation veriication for the software development. These

activities are done for the validation veriication. There is

difference between veriication and validation. These ac-

tivities can be different. These can be illustrated by the

diagram. Validations and veriications are can be compli-

ment of each other. Veriication can be included in differ-

ent stages. The veriication actually is a process which can

complete the validation process. The main validations can

concentrate on the inal products. The inal products can

be certain types of software development. Software testing

may be called the code testing.

2) Features to be tested in software testing: In this module,

features are tested. For testing these items, irst of all fea-

tures related to software is tested. Features which are not
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tested in software.

Features are indicated irst which are not to be tested. This

featurehelps the software I testing. The completeness of the

plan for testing the software is done in early stage. There

some activities which have aimed to correspond the appli-

cation structure. By these activities, we can check the ap-

plication [15]. The implementation with veriication can be

changed. There are some gaps help in inding the errors. So

these errors are not easy to traceable. But the application

structure in testing themodules is usedproperly. The activi-

tieswhich are done for the software testingmay give valida-

tion veriication for the software development. These activ-

ities are done for the validation veriication. There is differ-

ence between veriication and validation. These activities

can be different. These can be illustrated by the diagram.

Validations and veriications are can be compliment of each

other. Veriication can be included in different stages [13].

Theveriication actually is aprocesswhich can complete the

validationprocess. Themain validations can concentrate on

the inal products. The inal products can be certain types of

software development. Software testing may be called the

code testing.

3) Approach for testing the software: The approach is cho-

sen for testing purpose. All modules related to this are in-

spected and tested. Speciic testing techniques are done.

There some activities which have aimed to correspond the

application structure. By these activities, we can check the

application. The implementation with veriication can be

changed. There are some gaps help in inding the errors.

So these errors are not easy to traceable. But the applica-

tion structure in testing the modules is used properly. The

activities which are done for the software testing may give

validation veriication for the software development. These

activities are done for the validation veriication. There is

difference between veriication and validation. These activ-

ities can be different. These can be illustrated by the dia-

gram. Validations and veriications are can be compliment

of each other [15]. Veriication can be included in differ-

ent stages. The veriication actually is a process which can

complete the validation process. The main validations can

concentrate on the inal products. The inal products can

be certain types of software development. Software testing

may be called the code testing.

4) Pass/Fail criteria for software testing: Deine the cri-

teria for software testing is deined properly and then

launched different schedules are covered. In this schedule,

moderate impact faults are inding out and then remove the

errors after testing. Suspension and resumption for testing

software

Software testing purpose, there are conditions which can

easily help in testing the software. Some activities are

proper done. Some time the failure rate of software is in-

creased [8]. Sometimes failure rate prevent the software for

execution. Then testing is resumed if software is working

properly. There are some checks which are used to test the

software. There some activities which have aimed to cor-

respond the application structure. By these activities, we

can check the application. The implementation with verii-

cation can be changed. There are some gaps help in ind-

ing the errors. So these errors are not easy to traceable

[5]. But the application structure in testing the modules is

used properly. The activities which are done for the soft-

ware testing may give validation veriication for the soft-

ware development. These activities are done for the vali-

dation veriication. There is difference between veriication

and validation. These activities can be different. These can

be illustrated by the diagram. Validations and veriications

are can be compliment of each other. Veriication can be in-

cluded in different stages. The veriication actually is a pro-

cess which can complete the validation process. The main

validations can concentrate on the inal products. The i-

nal products can be certain types of software development.

Software testing may be called the code testing.

5) Monitoring the quality process of software testing: The

quality of software testing is monitored and reveals differ-

ent deviations of the software programmers. Quality assur-

ance of software testing is proper done under different con-

ditions. These are the possible scenarios which control the

software testing system. There are two forms which take

part for supervision [16].

The quality process must be according to the prescribed

standards. The quality process should describe the con-

tingencies properly. There are two forms which can prop-

erly monitor the application. The supervision of the in-

formation is collected by the software testing. The qual-

ity engineer tries to make the software testing in running

form. The activity of the software makes the testing prop-

erly [17]. The plans for the software can make the testing

form change into testing the codes. There are some prob-

lems in the databases of the software which cannot store

the results properly and then the application design may

be changes to remove the problem. The problems in soft-

ware testing can be in the form of anomalies. These anoma-

lies are actually happened I software anddatabases because

of this data cannot be store into the databases. The num-

ber of faults can be traced properly and to remove early.

The slightly errors can make the whole application struc-

ture can be can be changed. To avoid from this situation we
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need to remove the errors earlier as possible as to ix the

errors. The modules are tested and then veriied in the ap-

plication and structure of the application. Themodules give

the proper testing while software is run. The anomalies are

removed from the databases structure to enhance the ca-

pacity of the software structure. The increase in faults ra-

tio may the application structure undeveloped and proper

[5]. Different types of testing are introduced. These test-

ing’s can take part to remove the application errors from the

base structure. The IBM world best company in manufac-

turing the computer units all over the world has introduced

the removal of errors system from the applications. the de-

tail procedure for testing the systems and their software all

the companies have their own schedule andways to remove

the errors from the application. The allocation of different

tasks to remove the errors from the application and design

code structure may be different for the different companies

[18]. There are some responsibilities which are provided

to the software developer team to do test of removing of er-

rors. There are some large organizationswhich can split the

units into different parts to take the plan of the application

structure and testing the code properly. If these modules

are developed then these modules are split into different

tasks. These tasks can help in removing the errors step by

step. If the modules are separated then the quality of the

software testing increases and modules are easy to handle.

The software development codes and sessionmay be based

on different abstraction levels on modules. There may be

different modules which can do the testing of the software

[9]. There are different symbols which can be use to illus-

trate the program testing. Speciications lead to the excel-

lent development of software testing. This can be possible

by introducing the codedesign sessions in theprogramming

session. There are some modules which can be integration

level. The integration level can also be used for the software

testing. There are some speciic levels of the software de-

velopment which can pass the structure of the code session

[5].

Fig. 3. Graph showing error rate

The faults which are found in the software testing system

may lead to the integration properly. The categories can

be different for different codes testing schemes. Accord-

ing to the above diagram which clearly mention the faults

and their testing to prove the software system and qual-

ity. The diagram shows the quality of testing the software

up to which extent the software testing system is work-

ing [19]. There are some problems in the databases of the

software which cannot store the results properly and then

the application design may be changes to remove the prob-

lem. The problems in software testing can be in the form of

anomalies. These anomalies are actually happened I soft-

ware and databases because of this data cannot be store

into the databases. Thenumber of faults canbe tracedprop-

erly and to remove early. The slightly errors can make the

whole application structure canbe canbe changed. To avoid

from this situation we need to remove the errors earlier as

possible as to ix the errors. The modules are tested and

then veriied in the application and structure of the appli-

cation. The modules give the proper testing while software

is run [12]. The anomalies are removed from the databases

structure to enhance the capacity of the software structure.

The increase in faults ratio may the application structure

undeveloped and proper. Different types of testing are in-

troduced. These testing’s can take part to remove the appli-

cation errors from the base structure. The IBM world best

company in manufacturing the computer units all over the

world has introduced the removal of errors system from the
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applications. the detail procedure for testing the systems

and their software all the companies have their own sched-

ule andways to remove the errors from the application. The

allocation of different tasks to remove the errors from the

application and design code structure may be different for

the different companies. There are some responsibilities

which are provided to the software developer team to do

test of removing of errors. There are some large organiza-

tionswhich can split the units into different parts to take the

plan of the application structure and testing the code prop-

erly. If thesemodules are developed then thesemodules are

split into different tasks. These tasks can help in removing

the errors step by step. If the modules are separated then

the quality of the software testing increases and modules

are easy to handle [20]. There some activities which have

aimed to correspond the application structure. By these ac-

tivities, we can check the application. The implementation

with veriication can be changed. There are some gaps help

in inding the errors. So these errors are not easy to trace-

able. But the application structure in testing the modules is

used properly. The activities which are done for the soft-

ware testing may give validation veriication for the soft-

ware development. These activities are done for the vali-

dation veriication. There is difference between veriication

and validation. These activities can be different. These can

be illustrated by the diagram. Validations and veriications

are can be compliment of each other. Veriication can be in-

cluded in different stages. The veriication actually is a pro-

cess which can complete the validation process. The main

validations can concentrate on the inal products. The i-

nal products can be certain types of software development.

Software testing may be called the code testing.

6) Veriication and validation in software testing system:

There some activities which have aimed to correspond the

application structure. By these activities, we can check the

application. The implementation with veriication can be

changed. There are some gaps help in inding the errors. So

these errors are not easy to traceable. But the application

structure in testing the modules is used properly [21]. The

activities which are done for the software testing may give

validation veriication for the software development. These

activities are done for the validation veriication. There is

difference between veriication and validation. These activ-

ities can be different. These can be illustrated by the dia-

gram [22]. Validations and veriications are can be compli-

ment of each other. Veriication can be included in different

stages. The veriication actually is a processwhich can com-

plete the validation process. The main validations can con-

centrate on the inal products. The inal products canbe cer-

tain types of software development. Software testing may

be called the code testing. Codes testing may be included in

the development stage of the code design session. This can

include development stages. The validation activity leads

to the software design. The validations of the software can

be repaired if any problem happened in the code session.

There are some properties which are natural for the soft-

ware code development. Code session has great impact on

web session andwebsite development codes [15]. The soft-

ware development codes and session may be based on dif-

ferent abstraction levels on modules. There may be differ-

entmoduleswhich can do the testing of the software. There

are different symbols which can be use to illustrate the pro-

gram testing. Speciications lead to the excellent develop-

ment of software testing. This can be possible by introduc-

ing the code design sessions in the programming session.

There are somemoduleswhich canbe integration level. The

integration level can also be used for the software testing.

There are some speciic levels of the software development

which can pass the structure of the code session.

VI. FUNCTIONAL ANDMODEL BASED TESTING IN

SOFTWARE TESTING

This session can be applied to the all sessions of program-

ming and development stages. These development stages

can be achieved and places in separate sessions. There can

be certain changes from module to the system level. Sys-

tem level can be different for other programming testing

modules. These modules are based on software testing and

coding methods. This can be applied on description of pro-

gramming behavior. A function speciication can be such

type which can support to the coding session. There are

some problems in the databases of the software which can-

not store the results properly and then the application de-

sign may be changes to remove the problem. The problems

in software testing can be in the form of anomalies. These

anomalies are actually happened I software and databases

because of this data cannot be store into the databases. The

number of faults can be traced properly and to remove early

[22].

The slightly errors can make the whole application struc-

ture can be can be changed. To avoid from this situation

we need to remove the errors earlier as possible as to ix

the errors. The modules are tested and then veriied in the

application and structure of the application. The modules

give the proper testing while software is run. The anoma-

lies are removed from the databases structure to enhance

the capacity of the software structure [13]. The increase

in faults ratio may the application structure undeveloped
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and proper. Different types of testing are introduced. These

testing’s can takepart to remove the application errors from

the base structure. The IBM world best company in manu-

facturing the computer units all over the world has intro-

duced the removal of errors system from the applications.

The detail procedure for testing the systems and their soft-

ware all the companies have their own schedule and ways

to remove the errors from the application. The allocation

of different tasks to remove the errors from the application

and design code structure may be different for the differ-

ent companies. There are some responsibilities which are

provided to the software developer team to do test of re-

moving of errors. There are some large organizationswhich

can split the units into different parts to take the plan of

the application structure and testing the code properly. If

these modules are developed then these modules are split

into different tasks. These tasks can help in removing the

errors step by step [23]. If the modules are separated then

the quality of the software testing increases and modules

are easy to handle.

A functional testing is useful for the software testing. A func-

tional speciication can be behavior of program testing. If it

is taken for the code session and code session can lead to the

good programming session. Speciication can be expressed

innatural languageand in computer language to identify the

problems of the coding session. There is also code session

for the ininite machine which can give different numbers.

The uniiedmodeling languages are also included in the ses-

sions tomake the software codes and programming session

[24].

When UML is done then speciications are done. Functional

testing techniques can improve the stages of coding ses-

sions. Functional testing is shifted to the program testing

system. The test designers can concentrate on codes to

make the program clear from error at earlier stage [15]. So

the developers and designers can be successful in removing

the errors. There are some models which can take part in

automatic testing of codes. The codes and programs which

are done for the software designing are actually used for

programming structure. When speciications of testing the

software development are done then software developing

stages go on smooth. If the software design is done for the

functionality of the software which can take part in codes

testing system then this process can be successful. If a shop-

ping cart is develop then that time a system design is done

for the progress of the software structure. The software for

web testing tool can be many stages and tested with mani-

festo. There is a diagram which can be helpful in designing

the software structure. If any errors are found then it’s very

easy for us to do software testing. The software develop-

ment codes and session may be based on different abstrac-

tion levels on modules [25]. There may be different mod-

ules which can do the testing of the software. There are dif-

ferent symbols which can be use to illustrate the program

testing. Speciications lead to the excellent development of

software testing. This can be possible by introducing the

codedesign sessions in theprogramming session. There are

some modules which can be integration level. The integra-

tion level can also be used for the software testing. There

are some speciic levels of the software development which

can pass the structure of the code session.

A. Testing Levels in Software Testing

The software development codes and sessionmay be based

on different abstraction levels on modules. There may be

different modules which can do the testing of the software.

There are different symbols which can be use to illustrate

the program testing. Speciications lead to the excellent de-

velopment of software testing. This can be possible by in-

troducing the code design sessions in the programming ses-

sion [26]. There are somemoduleswhich can be integration

level. The integration level can also be used for the software

testing. There are some speciic levels of the software devel-

opment which can pass the structure of the code session.

B. Module Testing in Software Testing

Modules are the components which can verify the isolation

step of the developers into different tasks and sub tasks.

There are also some single modules which can make dif-

ferent of development structure. It is very important to re-

move faults and errors by module testing.

C. Integration and Component Based Software Testing

The quality of software testing for the singlemodulemay be

enough but the quality of the software inal stage may re-

quire different stage [7]. There is chance of failure of mod-

ules which can lead to the low quality. There is a dificult

process to ind out he faults but these faults can be traced in

latter session of module component software testing.

D. Structural Testing in Software

There is also testing of structural testing which can do the

testing of software level at initial stage. Measuring of codes

is also very important in coverage of millions of lines of

codes and identiied by the code session. On the other hand,

in structural design and testing is very important for code

session modules [14]. On the other hand identify the fea-

tures of software testing. In structural testing, there can be
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easily extent the structural class for the testing of codes. The

software development codes and session may be based on

different abstraction levels on modules

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

We have gone through various articles based on SDLC and

found that there exists number of models to develop soft-

ware. Each software has some strengths and weaknesses.

This paper provides a necessarily abbreviated discussion of

the history, state, and issues with SDLC and software anal-

ysis and design methodologies to determine future needs

to improve quality and usefulness throughout the organiza-

tion. Future research was identiied and discussed in the

following areas: A need to deine the relative importance of

key drivers of successful applications, speciic techniques

and processes for developing usable interfaces, best prac-

tices in servitizing applications development, SERVQUAL

modiications to include IT services evaluation and to tease

out the nuances between system and service in web sites,

application use and satisfaction relationship elaboration,

common methodological checklists of items for applica-

tion development consideration, methods to move new

techniques into industry practice, checklists for managerial

roles in applications development, usability and user. Mod-

els are adopted on the basis of the requirements. Software

testing has become very active area and session for the test-

ing of programs codes. Now a day’s quality engineers can

lead to the different tools structure. There is great beneit

from other software testing techniques. Engineers deine

many results for this software testing techniques. They can

use many useful tools to check the errors from the codes

at design time and run time. However, there can be a lot

of challenges for the developers to develop the codes in the

programs and check them nicely [27]. The quality activities

are involved with two steps. The irst problem is discussed

as revealing the faults and then the other one is accessing

the faults. One process is ended, the quality cannot be mea-

sured. Nowadays we are watching that technology is evolv-

ing at a very high speed. Keeping this in mind the develop-

ers have to choose the particularmodel tomake the desired

software. Correct selection of the development model can

lead to the fast delivery and quality product

The quality can be measured at the earliest stage of the de-

velopment of the software. But the quality is forced tomain-

tain during thewhole development process. Sometimes im-

portant classes with faults are dificult to ind out. Specii-

cations lead to the excellent development of software test-

ing. This can be possible by introducing the code design

sessions in the programming session. It is obvious that

those goals in such roadmap which have been settled as

the dreams are destined to remain so. How- ever, in a re-

search roadmap the real thing is not the label on the inish,

but the pathways along the traced routes. So, what actually

is important that researchers focus on to sign progress are

those called the challenges, and certainly the roadmap pro-

vides plenty of them, some at a more mature stage, other

just beginning to appear. What is assured is that software

testing researchers do not risk to remain without their job

[13]. Software testing is and will continue to be a funda-

mental activity of software engineering: notwithstanding

the revolutionary advances in the way it is built and em-

ployed (or perhaps exactly because of), the software will

always need to be eventually tried and monitored. And as

extensively discussed in this paper, for sure we will need

to make the process of testing more effective, predictable

and effortless (which coincideswith the ultimate of the four

testing dreams). There are some modules which can be in-

tegration level. The integration level can also be used for the

software testing. There are some speciic levels of the soft-

ware development which can pass the structure of the code

session [28]. If these applications are failed to fulill the

requirement of the company then these are again retested

to remove the errors but this type of exercise is not good

in the software development ield. Users can tolerate only

few things while testing, otherwise they reject the testing

of the application. Reviews and inspections are very good

in testing the software. The platform over which the soft-

ware development and testing reside continues to evolve

and remains exceedingly eminent. However, something so

crucial and critical like Testing comes often quite late in the

process of Software Development. There should be a maxi-

mum interaction between speciication writers and Testers

for better understanding and early review, which may ix

ambiguity problems and consequently result in saving the

cost of later ixing of the software. Testers after being clear

about the speciications and requirements shouldhandover

developers a certain lightweight test model, so they make

sure the primary speciication are met before handling the

project for oficial testing [5]. Use of simulation tools can

immensely help the testers in creating the similar environ-

ment in which the product is destined to run, certain excep-

tion testing and methods for the exception handling can be

best determined. While testing the product in the similar

testing environment for which the product is meant for, and

that can be easily done by integrating the simulation within

the Testing process. Hence, the future work in relevance

with the testing process will be much more technology de-

pendent harnessing the simulation and automated testing
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model based approach, not only expediting the testing life

cycle but also providing optimum bug prevention and efi-

cient quality assurance.

A. Scope for Further Study

The dependent processes like incident management, con-

iguration management and release management could be

explored within the scope of development and mainte-

nance. Further one to one mapping between the phases of

SDLC and testing with these processes can be established.
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